NARROW BAND IMAGING VERSUS WHITE-LIGHT: WHAT IS BEST FOR COMPUTER-ASSISTED DIAGNOSIS OF CELIAC DISEASE?
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ABSTRACT

Recent developments of specialized endoscopic hardware with enhanced visualization capabilities such as narrow band imaging have been shown to improve the diagnostic accuracy in clinical practice. The current state-of-the-art in computer-assisted diagnosis of celiac disease (CD) in flexible endoscopy uses data captured under the modified immersion technique with white-light illumination. In this work, the potential benefits of the modified immersion technique using narrow band imaging for automated diagnosis is studied. We provide convincing experimental evidence that the imaging modality has a significant impact on the underlying feature distribution of general purpose image representations. Consequently, the design of systems for automated diagnosis requires the consideration of several factors in this context. We present a large experimental setup studying the most relevant factors for automated diagnosis of CD.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Celiac disease (CD) is a multisystemic immune-mediated disease, which is associated with considerable morbidity and mortality [1]. In untreated or inappropriately treated CD the inflammation caused by the dysregulated immune response can disrupt the intestinal mucosa thus leading to a total atrophy of the villi, which are finger-like projections of the mucosa. After embarking on a strict gluten-free diet (GFD), which is the CD treatment modality of first choice, the inflammation gradually subsides allowing for mucosal healing. To avoid the most severe complications of CD, an early diagnosis for commencing a strict GFD is of vital importance.

Computer-assisted systems for diagnosis of CD have potential to improve the whole diagnostic work-up, by saving costs, time and manpower and at the same time increase the safety of the procedure. A further motivation for such a system is given by generally high inter-observer variabilities [2, 3]. Biopsy of the small intestine performed during upper endoscopy remains the gold standard for confirmation of CD. Besides standard upper endoscopy, several new endoscopic approaches for diagnosing CD have been evaluated and found their way into clinical practice [4]. The most notable techniques include the modified immersion technique (MIT [5]) under traditional white-light illumination (denoted as WL\textsubscript{MIT}), as well as MIT under narrow band imaging [6, 7] (denoted as NBI\textsubscript{MIT}). These specialized endoscopic techniques were specifically designed for improving the visual confirmation of CD during endoscopy. The authors report improvements of the diagnostic accuracy using these techniques in clinical practice. It is generally unclear however, how the altered visualization of duodenal tissue affects systems for automated diagnosis. Hegenbart et al. [8] have presented strong empirical evidence, that data captured under WL\textsubscript{MIT} is superior for computer-aided diagnosis as compared to conventional white-light endoscopy. Since then WL\textsubscript{MIT} has been used as the modality of choice in automated CD diagnosis in flexible endoscopy [9] and has become a de-facto standard.

In this work, we evaluate the diagnostic yield of NBI\textsubscript{MIT} for computer-assisted diagnosis of CD in comparison to WL\textsubscript{MIT} in the clinically most relevant binary distinction between healthy tissue and celiac-tissue.

We present empirical evidence using a kernel two-sample test that the underlying distributions of general purpose image representations under either technique are significantly different. Consequently, we study relevant scenarios towards a clinical deployment of a fully automated system in the context of multiple imaging modalities such as using opposing and combined techniques for training and prediction. We finally evaluate the diagnostic benefits of each modality in relation to the amount of available training samples (likely the most relevant problem in clinical practice).

2. ENDOSCOPIC IMAGING

The MIT technique is based on rapid instillation of water into the duodenal lumen after evacuation of air by suction. Villi, if present, straighten up in water and appear as tiny finger-like structures. Experimental evidence was gained [5] that the vi-
visualization of villi using MIT has a higher positive predictive value. Additionally, the water provides several other benefits such as a more homogeneous illumination without specular reflections and bubbles. A major benefit is, that no specialized endoscopic hardware is required to capture data under WL MIT.

Narrow band imaging [6] has been reported to improve the diagnostic accuracy in various fields of endoscopy [7]. This sophisticated endoscopic imaging technology utilizes specific blue (440 to 460 nm) and green (540 to 560 nm) wavelengths for illumination to enhance the contrast of vascular patterns on the mucosal surface. It is employed to specifically delineate the outline of the residual villous structures (if present) due to a better visualization of villous height and shape compared with traditional white-light endoscopy.

2.1. Staging of Celiac Disease and Endoscopic Markers

The mucosal alterations caused by CD are classified following Oberhuber et al. [10] in six classes. Vécsei et al. [11] pointed out problems with a lack of visual distinction in appearance between classes of type Marsh-3 and suggest to use a more simplified, visually focused systems for computer-assisted diagnosis. The relevant classes for automated diagnosis in the binary classification scenario are comprised of type Marsh-0 (healthy) and the Marsh-3 types (ranging from 3A to 3C).

The most prevalent endoscopic markers for CD include scalloped folds, mosaic patterns of the mucosa and a nodular mucosa [12]. All of these features become more pronounced and more easily detectable when using WL MIT as compared to conventional imaging. Narrow band imaging is employed (if available) to specifically delineate the outline of the residual villous structures (if present). Narrow band imaging allows a better assessment of the villous height and shape compared to the conventional white-light endoscopy. Figure 1 provides a comparison of the visualized appearance of the most prevalent markers under WL MIT and NBI MIT.

2.2. Endoscopic Image Data

Experimentation is performed on images captured during standard upper endoscopy at the St. Anna Children’s hospital in children with indications for CD. The images show specific markers for the manifestation of CD and were acquired by the endoscopist during the clinical treatment. Due to the high amount of endoscopic image degradations, sub-images with a dimension of 128 × 128 pixels were manually extracted by a domain expert to guarantee a controlled experimental environment. This configuration allows for a fair comparison between modalities, even though the reported accuracies might not be realistic for a clinically deployed system.

To particularly study the effects of each modality on the textural appearance of duodenal tissue, we use gray-scale image data throughout experimentation. Table 1 illustrates the distribution of images and patients used for experimentation. We assure a fair comparison by under-sampling the training data (when necessary) during cross-validation as explained in Section 3.

### Table 1: Distribution of image data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBI</td>
<td>Marsh-0: 415</td>
<td>Marsh-3: 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>Marsh-0: 327</td>
<td>Marsh-3: 286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. EXPERIMENTS

The classification pipeline used throughout experimentation utilizes four image representations. Two methods (based on Local Binary Patterns), which were previously reported as competitive in automated diagnosis of CD [11] were utilized in addition to state-of-the-art global mid-level image representations which are obtained by pooling local image descriptors. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [13] represent textures as the joint distribution of underlying micro structures, modeled via intensity differences in a pixel neighborhood. We employ a standard eight-neighborhood with a radius of two pixels. We also use a variation of LBP, utilizing a ternary decision with thresholding instead of relying on a binary sign function known as Local Ternary Patterns (LTP [14]). Again the standard eight-neighborhood was used with a radius of two-pixels and threshold of five. Improved Fisher Vectors (IFV [15]) are based on estimated Gaussian mixtures of locally pooled SIFT (Scale-invariant Feature Transform [16]) descriptors. The improved version based on a non-linear Hellinger’s kernel and $l^2$ normalization with 16 clusters is used. Finally the Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD [17]) image rep-
representation with 64 clusters is employed. We rely on in-house MATLAB implementations for LBP and LTP and use the implementations of IFV and VLAD as provided by VLFeat.

We follow a standard evaluation protocol based on iterated two-fold cross-validations based on random sampling. In each iteration 80% of data is utilized for training and 20% for evaluation. The applied sampling strategy guarantees a partition on a patient basis [18] as well as balanced class distributions (using under-sampling if necessary) to avoid biased evaluations. The results are reported as the mean of 50 iterations with the corresponding standard deviations plotted as error bars. A linear support vector machine (C-SVM, based on LIBLINEAR [19]) was utilized for classification. The cost factor C has been separately evaluated for each iteration in an inner cross validation (C ∈ {2^0, 2^1, . . . , 2^12}).

The empirical error of the SVM is used as criterion for comparison. We consider methods with the highest classification accuracy as most suited for computer-assisted diagnosis. Due to the nature of the data (different underlying distributions), statements of statistical significance cannot be given.

3.1. Experimental Results

Underlying Feature Distributions: The results of the first experiment indicate that it is imperative to take the used imaging modality into consideration when designing a system for automated diagnosis. By means of a kernel (RBF) two-sample test (Maximum Mean Discrepancy, MMD [20]) we present strong evidence that the underlying feature distributions of all considered image representations are significantly affected by the imaging modality. The null hypothesis (equal underlying distributions under both modalities) could be rejected with very high confidence in all cases.

Figure 2 presents the empirical distribution of the test-statistic under the null hypothesis (NBIMIT versus WLMIT).

Fig. 2: Empirical distribution of the MMD test-statistic under the null hypothesis (NBIMIT versus WLMIT)
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We consider methods with the highest classification accuracy as most suited for computer-assisted diagnosis. Due to the nature of the data (different underlying distributions), statements of statistical significance cannot be given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Representation</th>
<th>Avg. p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LBP: Marsh-0</td>
<td>1.7e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTP: Marsh-0</td>
<td>1.1e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFV: Marsh-0</td>
<td>1.9e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLAD: Marsh-0</td>
<td>5.7e-02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classification Accuracy
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Fig. 3: Results of using opposing and combined modalities for training and prediction

Opposing and Combined Modalities: The development of highly specialized endoscopic imaging hardware promotes a potential diversity in equipment used in clinical practice. It is consequently of high interest for a wide clinical deployment of a computer-assisted system for diagnosis of CD to support both imaging modalities, either implicitly or explicitly, an issue we consider in this experiment.

The practical consequences of using opposing as well as combined endoscopic modalities for training and prediction in an automated system are studied in detail. Classification models are trained on i) data from both modalities combined and used to predict images under both modalities ii) either modality and used to predict images under the other (not trained) modality.

To guarantee a fair comparison we restrict the number of
training samples in the combined scenario to be equal to the number of samples used in either modality.

Figure 3 presents the results of this experiment. The narrow sub-bars indicate the sensitivity (left) and the specificity (right). The results of this experiment confirm the statistical findings of the previous experiment. Classification models trained on either modality are unable to predict images from the other modality reliably. It can be observed that a classifier trained on data from WL\textsubscript{MIT} leads to a high number of false negatives if used to predict NBI\textsubscript{MIT} data. Due to the enhanced contrast of vascular patterns under NBI\textsubscript{MIT} as compared to WL\textsubscript{MIT}, the visualized textures in mild cases of CD are misinterpreted as normal villi structures. In parallel a classifier trained on NBI\textsubscript{MIT} data leads to a high number of false positives caused by a less pronounced visualization of endoscopic markers in WL\textsubscript{MIT}. The first experiment (Figure 2) suggests that feature distributions of IFV and VLAD are less distinct between modalities. This is reflected by slightly better accuracies for training and prediction under opposing modalities as compared to LBP-based methods. A potential clinically relevant finding of this experiment is that a system trained on images drawn from both endoscopic modalities generalizes reasonably well without the need for domain adaptation techniques.

**Best Suited Modality:** We use the final experiment (Figure 4) to answer the question for the best suited imaging modality in automated-diagnosis of CD. A very common limitation in practice is an insufficient amount of data available for training. In a clinical scenario however, data from both modalities are potentially available (endoscopes supporting NBI\textsubscript{MIT} generally support WL\textsubscript{MIT} as well). We consequently also study the potential benefits of providing a larger training corpus, comprised of data from both modalities in automated systems. In each step, classification models are trained based on an increasing fraction of the available training samples of either modality (the amount of data used for evaluation is constant), as well as a combination of both modalities with twice the amount of training samples. We present the classification accuracy as function of the amount of used training samples (as a percentage of all available images for training. The experimental evaluation shows that the benefits of a larger training corpus holds until approximately 40 percent of the available training data is used (approximately 115 images overall). Beyond that point, data under NBI\textsubscript{MIT} is more beneficial to the training of the classification models. Interestingly classifiers trained on WL\textsubscript{MIT} data are consistently outperformed by systems based on the larger, combined training corpus. Data captured under NBI\textsubscript{MIT} is generally better suited for automated-diagnosis as compared to WL\textsubscript{MIT} data in all scenarios. This is especially pronounced in case of LBP-based methods. The results indicate that the image representations based on local pooling are generally less influenced by the chosen image modality as compared to LBP-based features.

**4. CONCLUSION**

We presented an experimental evaluation of potential diagnostic benefits using data captured under NBI\textsubscript{MIT} as compared to WL\textsubscript{MIT} in computer-assisted diagnosis of CD. We gained convincing empirical evidence that the used imaging modality has a significant impact on the underlying feature distribution of general purpose image representations. These findings were confirmed in our experiments based on data under opposing modalities used for training and prediction. A relevant finding of our experiments is that systems trained on images drawn from both modalities generalize well without requiring additional domain adaptation techniques. We specifically assessed the best suited modality (WL\textsubscript{MIT} versus NBI\textsubscript{MIT}) in relation to the amount of available samples for training. We showed that in a potential scenario with insufficient amounts of data for training, combining both modalities to form a larger training corpus improves the accuracy of automated diagnosis. Empirical evidence suggest that systems for automated diagnosis benefit most from data captured under NBI\textsubscript{MIT}. 
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